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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

CULTIVATING PARTNERSHIPS BETWEEN COMMUNITY LEADERS AND
SERVICE AGENCIES TO PROVIDE SUPPORT FOR MILITARY FAMILIES

In an effort to evaluate the social needs of military families, this study will
evaluate levels of community support, its influence on military families and how military
communities work to provide support for those needs through partnerships. Previous and
related studies have emphasized support areas which include suggestions for building
strong communities for military families, building resilience, creating partnerships and
providing military families with the social support they need to stay together and function
positively. Data was collected from community leaders and stakeholders specifically in
Elizabethtown, Kentucky (a Fort Knox community) through open-ended interviews to
assess community support and services currently available, how leaders perceive current
support systems, and identify key recommendations for cultivating partnerships to
provide community support for military families stationed at Fort Knox, Kentucky.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the decade following the terrorist attacks on the United States on September 11,
2001, the world has attempted to overcome the unique challenges of the ongoing Global
War on Terrorism (GWOT). Perhaps the most impacted sector of the population was the
military service men and women and their families. One of the many unique challenges
the global war created were the multiple separations and deployments required by the
military for service members. Currently, the status of the United States’ active military
service members remain at 1,088,465 (Census, 2010) representing all branches of the
military and over 819,000 Reserve and National Guard service members creating a
military family population of over four million Americans including service members
(Martin, Levin Mancini, Bowen, Mancini, & Orthner, 2004). Due to a thirty-percent
decline in the number of active duty military service members since 1990, the military
now relies more heavily on Reserve and National Guard service members. However,
similar to active duty military, National Guard and Reserve numbers have decreased by
thirty-percent, making deployment certain for nearly all service members and making
multiple deployments probable (Brott, 2009).
Given the current status of the GWOT, supporting service members and their
families requires much more than acquiring a yellow ribbon to symbolize support. The
United States military is connected to political and government systems, as a result, it
often collects negative views from society. Due to various societal opinions and
misconceptions about the war and support given to military families, providing assistance
and support often becomes controversial. Military families experience many highs and
1

lows amongst the controversy and need support for the sacrifices they have made such as
long-distance separations from family and risk of personal injury or death. Community
support for military families varies depending on the levels of change experienced by the
family or community, geographic locations and cultural norms. Types of support can
range from emotional, social and psychological support to individual members of a
military family to support for the entire family. Unified systems of support from the
community become key in providing successful support to families as they endure the
challenges of military life. Military life is demanding and implies constant change,
personal sacrifice, and willingness to risk the livelihood of family. In a policy brief by
the National Council on Family Relations titled, Building Strong Communities for
Military Families, the authors made reference to the changing nature of military life:
Thousands of military families are coping with the dangers and sacrifices of
deployments in Afghanistan, Iraq, and other peacekeeping and humanitarian
operations. Deployment and family separations have become the dominant
aspects of 21st Century military service and family life. Military performance and
personnel retention are directly influenced by how well families adapt to such
demands along with the day-to-day demands of family life. (Martin, Levin
Mancini, Bowen, Mancini, & Orthner, 2004, p. 1)
Indicating the awareness of how the military lifestyle presents challenging circumstances,
the policy brief also addressed how service members and their families must learn to
adapt:
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Resilient families are able to adapt and continue to function well during
mobilizations and deployments, and they are able to successfully meet other
challenges of military duty and family life. Community linkages are needed to
assist families with information and life skills as they strive to be self-reliant
(Martin, Levin Mancini, Bowen, Mancini, & Orthner, 2004).
Military families experience stressors such as abrupt relocations, dangerous and
risky job assignments and extensive deployments, all of which can significantly increase
their stress levels. Mancini’s research on building community capacity defines critical
issues concerning military families and their need for community support including:
obtaining information about military lifestyle, support services, and unit/member welfare;
access to support services; communication with service member during deployment or
relocation; employment support for military spouses; school support for military children;
and connections with unit and family support groups (Mancini, 2004). Although the
“Department of Defense provides an extensive, excellent array of support for families,
greater involvement by civilian communities is necessary, especially in support of Guard
and Reserve families” (Mancini, 2004).
In relation to the policy brief, the purpose and focus of the present review is to
evaluate the social needs of military families and assess how military communities
provide support for those needs. The present review will also address what services
military communities commonly provide and make available. Finally, the present review
will evaluate the influence of community support for military families. Emphases
include: the psychological needs of military families, suggestions for building strong
3

communities for military families, building resilience, engaging military partners to
provide support, addressing the vulnerability of military families and the negative short
and long term effects that come along with it.
This study supports the premise that there is positive influence on military
families when they are provided with the social, emotional and psychological support
needed to stay together and function successfully as a family. Statistical and
demographic data shows that military families are ubiquitous and are living in
communities across the nation. The study will identify strategies that communities can
utilize to unite and work together. Additionally, a connection between current and
previous research will support the strengths and limitations of previous studies. This will
be accomplished through conducting interviews with community leaders in one of the
larger communities surrounding Fort Knox in Elizabethtown, Kentucky. Elizabethtown
community leaders will be asked a number of questions regarding their perception on
support available in the community for military families, specifically the nuclear family
of active-duty service members stationed at Fort Knox. In 2005, the United States
Department of Defense announced how the Army’s Base Realignment and Closure
Commission (BRAC) would affect Fort Knox. By 2010, Fort Knox would be
transformed from a training installation for service members into an installation that
would house the Army’s Human Resource Center of Excellence and an infantry brigade
plus several other deployable units (OneKnox, 2013). This transformation of Fort Knox
has not only had a positive economic impact on the surrounding communities but has left
many military families without the support necessary to function in a healthy manner.
Copyright © Marla C. Stillwell 2015
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

Community support for military families involves many dimensions and methods
by which communities can work together to provide support. This can include
emotional, social and psychological support to individual members of a military family to
support for the entire family. The present review will focus mainly on how communities
can most likely provide for the family’s social needs.
Social Needs of Today’s Military Family
The profile of today’s United States military has a population of 1,088,465 active
military service members (Census, 2010) representing all branches of the military and
over 819,000 Reserve and National Guard service members creating a military family
population of over four million Americans including service members (Martin, Levin
Mancini, Bowen, Mancini, & Orthner, 2004). This entire population seeks support in
ordinary communities all across the United States. When compared to the national
population of the United States, which reaches over 308,745,538 people, military service
members make up over 6% of the national population while service members and their
families comprise almost 13% of the overall national population (Census, 2010).
The need for social support for our military families cannot be ignored in society.
Communities can work together to meet the social needs of military families and affect
their emotional and psychological well-being. The study entitled the Military Family
Needs Assessment (Huebner, Alidoosti, Brickel, & Wade, 2010) presented ways in which
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military families made use of various educational programs and support services.
Huebner et al. conducted this study with the intention of identifying factors that were
working in family education and support for military families and to use results to
provide guidance for policy makers and service providers. Specifically, Huebner et al.
studied how families accessed resources, use of formal/informal systems of support,
barriers, awareness, access, and acceptability to supports, National Guard and Reserve
issues, and child and youth issues. Based on results from this study, the following
recommendations were provided: preventive informal support needed; support from
command needed; need for mandated inclusion of spouses and encouragement of selfinitiative; and better marketing of programs (Huebner, et al. 2010).
The recommendations revealed the needs of military families as well as effective
solutions. Preventive informal support can be defined as emotional support to deal with
despair and worry; instrumental support to accomplish practical tasks; informational
support to achieve better decisions; companionate support to spend time in a context for
support; and validation support to support feeling worthwhile, competent and hopeful.
Informal networks are formed through extended family, friends, and neighbors (Mancini,
2004).
In their book, The Military Family: A Practice Guide for Human Service
Providers, the authors identified a multitude of issues that military families face on a
daily basis, such as unique demands, spouse employment, retirement, transitions into
civilian life and providing family support during the deployment cycle (Martin, Rosen, &
Sparacino, 2000). The authors also identified the basics of military life, the specific
6

social needs of military families, and strategies for communities to work toward
customizing their services to meet these needs; communities should be sensitive to the
unique demands placed on military families or those considering employment for military
spouses.
In the study, Civilian Social Work: Serving the Military and Veteran Populations,
Savitsky, Illingsworth, & DuLaney (2009) discussed stages of deployment which affects
most active duty service members. Deployment is defined as a service member’s time
spent away from his or her home base in support of a military operation, and it involves
three phases: pre-deployment, deployment and post deployment (Savitsky, Illingsworth,
& DuLaney, 2009). With the need for support during the deployment cycle being at the
forefront for many military families, communities could offer support in many forms, the
opportunities for this are infinite. Savitsky, Illingsworth, & DuLaney (2009) discussed
social work practice areas for civilian social workers who provide services to military
service members, veterans and their families and compelled civilian service providers to
acknowledge their responsibility to serve military and veteran clients. This study
discussed military culture and the challenges that many military families strive to avoid
such as domestic violence, child abuse/neglect, child academic and social decline and
substance abuse. The study revealed these challenges and stressors which provide
community service agencies many opportunities to assist military families.

7

Influences of Community Support
The Military Family Needs Assessment study by Huebner, Alidoosti, Brickel and
Wade (2010), indicated that community support does influence the success of the family
as a whole. Key areas identified were, how families accessed resources and used
formal/informal systems of support. Challenging areas identified included barriers to
support, awareness of support, access and acceptability to support, National Guard and
Reserve issues and child and youth issues. These key areas were the results from military
service members and their families that suggested specific action by their communities to
help provide support (Huebner, Alidoosti, Brickel, & Wade, 2010).
The concept of building community capacity has taken many directions including
providing support for military families (Mancini, 2010). Mancini has developed a model
that supports the community capacity building theory called the community capacity
model. Through this model, many suggested practices for support are provided in order
to support military families while they are experiencing the challenges presented earlier.
The model for building community capacity highlights the utilization of formal and
informal networks which lead to the generation of social capital and eventually to family
well-being and adaptation (Huebner A. J., Mancini, Bowen, & Orthner, 2009). The
model has received substantial support. By adopting this model, communities can gain
the ability to build community capacity for military families; providing that support is
constant. Military families’ unique situations require access to programs and services
that help them deal with challenges that may come their way, especially the distinctive
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challenges during the deployment cycle like separation and reunions (Martin, Levin
Mancini, Bowen, Mancini, & Orthner, 2004).
Recommendations from Mancini’s research suggest building strong networks of
formal and informal connections which help to promote and sustain family resilience.
Family resilience factors include being engaged within community, being outreachoriented, working to develop partnerships with military entities and community agencies
(Mancini, 2010). It is also recommended that in order to build support networks for
military families, the knowledge, attitudes and behaviors of community members must be
evaluated.
This process of evaluation can offer characteristics of a competent community
and will provide community leaders with a starting place in developing support networks.
Examples of formal and informal connections include (but are not limited to): family,
friends, neighbors, non-profit organizations, support groups, faith communities,
employers, local government, schools, public and private agencies (Martin, Levin
Mancini, Bowen, Mancini, & Orthner, 2004). These networks can link military families
with the extra attention they need, promote positive relationships, identify risky behaviors
and increase prevention.
As it states in the conclusion of the article entitled, Developing a Community
Science Research Agenda for Building Community Capacity for Effective Preventive
Interventions, “Building community capacity can be the means to improve the quality of
prevention and achieve positive health outcomes. Therefore, we need to better
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understand community capacity and its relationships to prevention practice and
outcomes” (Chinman, et al., 2005).
How Communities Can Support the Needs of Military Families
Communities across America are culturally, sizably and socially diverse but a
commonality found throughout is that military families live everywhere civilians do.
Despite the fact that there may not be a military installation in a community, there are
still military families living there. Military families may desire to be a part of the
communities to which they are relocated.
There are various ways communities can support military families but first the
need must be recognized and supported by the community. Community leaders that need
to be involved may include the city mayor, county judge executive, school
administrators, leaders of faith-based organizations, law enforcement officials, elected
officials and others.
Numerous studies have been conducted identifying a variety of ways communities
can reach out. In the article Support for Military Families and Communities (Hoshmand
& Hoshmand, 2007), the need for community support from both the family's perspective
as well as the community's perspective were identified. Hoshmand & Hoshmand suggest
that both military communities and military families need support and recommends that a
focus on community capacity building be used that includes strengthening family
resilience (Hoshmand & Hoshmand, 2007). Community capacity building is defined as
“the combined influence of a community’s commitment, resources, and skills that can be
10

deployed to build on community strengths and address community problems” (Mayer,
2002). Families, in their informal way, have been the first agent of community capacity
building since the beginning of recorded history (Mayer, 2002).
Others have recommended a different approach. For example, a project
conducted by two graduate students at the U.S. Army War College titled the Joint Service
Family Support Network, suggest that a strategic multi-agency approach for community
support and services for the needs of all facets of our military be implemented. The
project was piloted by the Office of the Secretary of Defense because of the realization
that current community systems are not organized or funded for the needs demanded by
service members and their families (Chambers & Nagle, 2007). Not only did the project
analyze the studies done during the pilot program, but it discussed needs that must be
addressed by higher headquarters which pulls in another hierarchy of support for military
families. This suggests that community service agencies who work with military
commanders are more successful in providing inclusive support networks for the service
members and their families of the community.
Another recommendation that many communities can utilize is being a part of a
statewide support network, such as Operation Military Kids (OMK). Engaging military
partners has been a successful way for OMK to provide support. Networks such as OMK
are often funded by national grants that help defray the financial burden many of the
support areas may experience (Edwards, 2009). These networks also support connections
to communities which may encourage more partners to be involved in providing a service
or support in a certain area. The benefits of being involved with a support network and
11

working together as partners can make huge impacts on supporting communities faced
with the challenges of the military lifestyle (Edwards, 2009).
In other studies such as, Shadowed by War: Building Community Capacity to
Support Military Families, Huebner, Mancini, Bowen and Orthner (2009) suggest ways
that communities can help. The authors discuss the vulnerability of military families that
include multiple, negative short-term and long-term effects as well as building support
systems and introducing a community capacity building framework and associations for
implementing the community capacity-building model.
Communities that may be geographically closer to a military installation often
have more opportunities to support military families. The U.S. Army supports a
nationwide division known as Family, Morale, Welfare and Recreation (FMWR).
FMWR has many components that have a common goal to support military families.
Examples include Child, Youth and School Services and Army Community Services.
According to the information gathered at a briefing held for civilian community partners,
Wood (2012) described the components of FMWR’s mission of support. Within these
components are many programs that provide the support that families may need
depending on their situation. Some of these programs include: outreach and parent
services, child development, family child care, school age care, middle school and teen
programs, youth sports and fitness, various instructional programs, school support
services, emergency relief, family team building, family action planning, sexual assault
prevention and response, family advocacy, employment readiness, and financial
readiness. It is reported that community partners help provide the best services for
12

military families including partners such as Cooperative Extension and 4-H Youth
Development, Operation Military Kids and Boys and Girls Clubs of America (Wood,
2012).

Copyright © Marla C. Stillwell 2015
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Chapter 3
Theoretical Perspectives
Understanding military families theoretically can be challenging. However, the
community capacity building model asserts that by building stronger networks between
formal agencies and institutions in our communities to support military families,
opportunities are created for military family members to get the formal and informal
support they need to thrive. Formal service agencies such as the Cooperative Extension
Service, faith-based communities, schools and non-profit organizations have the
resources and motivation to hold workshops, seminars and similar programs that give
military spouses opportunities to build informal relationships they can benefit from
during or after deployment. This theoretical model might also be used to explain why
some military service members may be considered at risk for mental health and substance
abuse disorders or high rates of homelessness among veterans. The communities that at
risk service members return to might lack a strong commitment to military families, lack
job or higher educational opportunities, have issues with high substance abuse rates, or
even be remotely situated geographically (van de Venne, 2010).
Several other theoretical frameworks are useful, such as family systems theory
and family stress theory. The family systems theory can be summarized in this case by
stating that the members are part of the group or system and function as a system (Moore
& Asay, 2008). According to the theory, whatever happens or impacts the military
service member in a family (negative or positive) will also affect or impact their families.
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Another theory that applies to understanding military families and their needs is
the family stress theory. This theory seems to be the most logical to use for military
families because it was originally developed by a professor named Reuben Hill in 1949
after the Great Depression and resulted from research on wartime separation and
readjustment of families. The family stress theory basically states that “acute stressors,
when accumulated, could lead to family crises, including physical, emotional or
relational” (McDonald, 2008).
The family stress theory also promotes a focus on resiliency in the family.
Overtime, researchers found that instead of concentrating on the causes of stress and
family weaknesses, the concentration should focus more on family strengths which
conclusively promotes resiliency in the family as a whole. The word “resiliency” is a
commonly used term when working with military families and has become a common
goal among the military, community service providers and even military families
themselves. Managing stress in the family is not an easy task for military families, yet by
utilizing some of the suggestions provided by the family stress theory, community
support and positive family development among military families are promising.

Copyright © Marla C. Stillwell 2015
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Chapter 4
Purpose of Study
The purpose of the present study is to evaluate community support programs and
partnerships that encourage unity and its influence on military families, specifically the
nuclear families of active-duty service members (spouse and children). Because of the
recent changes due to BRAC, community support for military families seems to have been
lost in the transformation of the communities surrounding Fort Knox. In order to evaluate
this influence, it is important to identify the social needs of military families in order that
military communities may be able to better understand and provide for their needs.

To compliment the research and evaluation of community support and its influence
on military families, the present study has interviewed community leaders and
stakeholders in the Elizabethtown, Kentucky community with open-ended questions to
assess community support and services currently available, how leaders perceive current
support system and identify key recommendations of community support for military
families stationed at Fort Knox. Elizabethtown was chosen because it is the county seat
for Hardin County where the largest area of the United States Army post, Fort Knox, is
located.

Fort Knox is home to the new United States Army Human Resources Command
(HRC) Center of Excellence and opened in 2010. It employs over 4,300 soldiers and
civilians (Fort Knox, 2012). Fort Knox has a population of over 40,000 soldiers, family
members and civilian employees combined and encompasses three Kentucky counties
including Meade, Hardin and Bullitt. With Fort Knox situated adjacent to the city of
16

Radcliff, 15 miles north of Elizabethtown and approximately 45 miles south of Louisville,
these surrounding communities house hundreds of military retirees and active duty
families (Military Installations, 2012).

Community leaders were chosen to interview because they serve in positions
where daily contact is made with military families living in the community. The
perceptions of the leaders identified are important because from a policy perspective, their
position allows them to influence change in the community and encourage partnerships.
Community partners can be defined as service agencies in the community that have a
comparable mission and offer similar programs to meet the same goal. By combining
these efforts and working together, partnerships are developed. An example of a
successful partnership is OMK.

Copyright © Marla C. Stillwell 2015
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Chapter 5
Methodology
Characteristics of Qualitative Research
Qualitative research is an approach utilized to understand meanings of individuals
and/or groups that acknowledge a social or human problem (Creswell, 2007). “The
process of research involves emerging questions and procedures, data typically collected
in the participant’s setting, data analysis inductively building from particulars to general
themes, and the researcher making interpretations of the meaning of the data” (Creswell,
2007 as cited in Creswell, 2009). In contrast, quantitative research tests objective
theories by observing connections between variables. Comparably, qualitative and
quantitative researchers have assumptions in examining theories deductively (Creswell,
2009). As suggested by Creswell (2007), qualitative research begins with assumptions, a
worldview, and the study of the research problem using an emerging qualitative approach
to inquiry. Frameworks are developed in order to understand the procedures.
Qualitative Research Strategy
The present study will use a phenomenological strategy for analyzing community
leader support for military families. Phenomenological research refers to understanding
the lived experiences of several individuals (Creswell, 2007). In the case of the present
study, the phenomenon or “the object of human experience” is community support for
military families. The focus for phenomenological research is to define the
commonalities that participants share as they experience a phenomenon and decrease
18

individual experiences of the phenomenon into something that can generally relate to all
involved (Creswell, 2007). The present study has gathered data from community leaders
on their perception of support for military families and has identified common themes in
order to provide recommendations for the Elizabethtown community to improve
community support. This strategy has used research as a method of intervention through
interview questions that take an advocacy posture to become more active. Conclusively,
readers from advocacy groups can have a better understanding of how to partner with
community leaders and organizations to develop programming for military families.
Role of Researcher as Instrument
As Creswell (2007) describes, the role of a researcher as key instrument is to
“collect data themselves by examining documents, observing behavior, and interviewing
participants.” Using instruments like a protocol (Appendix B) to collect data may be the
only tools that are used besides the researcher him/herself. In the present study, the lead
researcher served as an instrument in collecting data through interviews. The specific
role of the researcher as an instrument in the study was to enhance the ability to serve the
communities of Hardin County as a County Extension Agent for 4-H Youth
Development. One of the strategies for validation was peer debriefing in order to keep
expectations from contaminating the results.
My concentration on this project stems from my current position in my
community as an Extension Agent for 4-H Youth Development. “4-H is the nation’s
largest youth development and empowerment organization, reaching more than 6 million
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4-H youth in urban neighborhoods, suburban schoolyards and rural farming communities.
Fueled by university-backed curriculum and our nation’s Cooperative Extension System,
4-H’ers engage in hands-on learning activities in the areas of science, healthy living and
food security” (4-H, 2014). One of the biggest responsibilities as a 4-H Agent in Hardin
County is to provide comprehensive youth development programming to military youth
and their families. Since the beginning of my career, a passion for this obligation has
emerged as I have learned about military families and their struggles and sacrifices.
Before my career began in 2006, a federally funded grant program had already begun to
fund 4-H programs on post at Fort Knox. The 4-H Military Partnership Grant is a
partnership of United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)/National Institute of
Food and Agriculture (NIFA)/4-H National Headquarters, United States Army Child,
Youth and School (CYS) Services, United States Air Force Child and Youth Programs,
and United States Navy Child and Youth Programs (CYP). This program has made a
commitment to establish 4-H clubs on installations worldwide and provide 4-H
opportunities for military connected children and youth on installations and in
communities (4-H Military Partnership Grant, 2014).
4-H programs are multi-faceted in the area of youth development. “4-H youth
development and family life science programs along within the Cooperative Extension
System provide a support network and interpersonal growth opportunities that help youth
develop skills to help them become more resilient in the face of change and adaptive in
navigating everyday life and the issues of growing up. The goal in developing and
strengthening resiliency in youth and families is to identify key skills that enable them to
20

increase coping skills, adapt effectively, and emerge stronger from crises and persistent
stressors, whether from within or from outside the family” (Benesh, et al., 2014) Along
with the success of a strong 4-H military program already on post at Fort Knox, this study
will allow me to develop additional partnerships in the community for the benefit of
military families living off-post, opening up more opportunities in making support
needed more evident. My interest in working with families has grown since the inception
of the 4-H Military Partnership Grant and providing quality youth development
programming for the youth of my community. Oftentimes, I find myself applying what I
learn to my own family focusing on early childhood education practices, positive youthadult partnerships and theoretical frameworks of the family. I believe that when
individuals are faced with stressful situations, it affects the family as a whole often
leading to strained relationships and situational issues such as the family stress theory
suggests. By understanding the theoretical perspectives of families allows me to better
connect and know how to help when deciding what types of programs to plan and
implement. My interests, past experiences and current job responsibilities helped shape
my beliefs and expectations.
My expectations for the study are that current support systems in the
Elizabethtown community are present but need to be strengthened and improved.
Networks of support will need to be clearly defined and partners that can provide
resources to support military families living in the community need to be identified. My
Extension career has led me into this research. The mission of Extension is “to make a
positive difference in the lives of Kentucky citizens through non-formal education for the
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entire family” (Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, 2012). It is my goal to serve as
a catalyst between my community and military families in order to meet their needs.
Data Collection Procedures
Recruitment procedure. Criterion sampling was used to recruit participants.
Criteria required that participants work within the Elizabethtown community as a leader
and represent a formal support network in the community as described by the community
capacity building theory (Mancini, 2004). The key informants identified for the study
represented formal support networks including local government, law enforcement,
school administrators and faith based organizations (Appendix A). Formal support
networks are important in evaluating community leader support as they provide support
programs and services and are intentional about supporting informal support networks
(Mancini, 2004). The primary researcher gathered email addresses for representatives
from each of the above-mentioned groups and who met the criteria and sent an email
invitation to participate in this study.
Five community leaders agreed to participate (city mayor, associate pastor, deputy
police chief, school liaison officer and community service agency executive director) and
the primary researcher used phone calls and email to schedule interviews.
Informed consent procedures. The informed consent was first reviewed by the
primary researcher’s graduate committee and forwarded to the University’s Institutional
Review Board (IRB) to protect treatment of participants and to certify that ethical
interview procedures were in place. Both the committee and IRB approved the informed
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consent. Photocopies of the approved consent forms were emailed to the enlisted
participants before participating in the study and were asked to review, sign and provide
to the primary researcher at the time of the scheduled interview.
The following safeguards were included on the informed consent: a description of
the research and why the individual had been invited to participate; a description of the
researcher; the purpose of study; details about logistics of the interview; possible risks
and benefits to participants; signatures of participants and researcher; and the right of
participants to voluntarily withdraw from the study at any time without penalty.
Interview procedures. In order to facilitate the study and to assess community
support for military families, one-on-one interviews were conducted consisting of
fourteen open-ended questions with five community leaders in the Elizabethtown area.
The interviews were audio-recorded and ranged from one hour to one-and-a-half hours in
length. During the interviews, the researcher transcribed field notes to reference during
data analysis. The field notes included responses to the questions and handwritten notes
about the informants’ perception of the current support system in place for military
families.
Informants’ were asked three central questions: (1) How does the Elizabethtown
community support military families? (2) Who or what resources are currently providing
support services for military families? and (3) What does the Elizabethtown community
need in order to better support military families? Additional prepared sub-questions were
asked as well to produce dialogue about the current support system, suggestions for
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improvement and welcoming partnerships as the community seeks ways to make support
for military families an important goal. (See Appendix B for interview protocol).
Informant A was an elected official who was elected to serve as Mayor of
Elizabethtown. Informant B was an associate pastor of a large church in Elizabethtown
representing the faith-based community. Informant C was the deputy police chief with
the Elizabethtown Police Department and provided insight related to law enforcement.
Informant D was a School Liaison Officer employed by Child, Youth and School
Services at Fort Knox to help families and soldiers transition as well as be the link
between the school and the family. Lastly, Informant E was the executive director of a
large community service agency serving Elizabethtown and all of Hardin County.
Data Analysis Procedures
Audio recordings of the five interviews were reviewed and transcribed by the
primary researcher into Microsoft Word. During analysis of the transcriptions, the
responses were examined for themes and commonalities through strategies such as taking
notes, working with words, identifying codes and counting frequency of codes, and
reducing codes to themes (Creswell, 2007). Thematic coding was used by implementing
a simple method of cutting and pasting from the transcripts and sorting themes into piles,
exemplars, categories and preliminary categories allowing codes to emerge. Creswell
represents data analysis for qualitative research best in a spiral image that engages the
researcher in the process of moving analytic circles (Creswell, 2007).
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Figure 1, Data Analysis Spiral

This method was a process of immersion applying constant comparatives. Subsequentially, research continued in order to get a sense of the whole picture by re-reading
transcripts multiple times and immersion into the details (Creswell, 2007) before the data
was represented in the results and discussion section.

According to the results, a set of

recommendations was developed and will be offered to the informants for them to apply
in their area of service to the community (see Appendix E). Hopefully, this will open new
opportunities for Extension to work more closely with these individuals toward
accomplishing a common goal of providing support to military families in the
community.
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Strategies for Validation
Qualitative research strives to understand deep structures of knowledge (Creswell,
2007). For that reason, it is important to consider the validity of the research being
conducted. Creswell (2007) presents several strategies to test validity that has been
employed during the analysis of the study: peer debriefing; member checking; rich, thick
description; and external audits.
Peer debriefing keeps researchers honest by allowing an outsider to ask hard
questions about research methods, meanings and interpretations while sympathetically
listening to researcher’s feelings (Creswell, 2007). Several peers were asked on occasion
to review and offer suggestions. Member checking allows participants to review research
results and voice their opinions of credibility and accuracy of the findings. Creswell
(2007) cites from Lincoln and Guba (1985) that this technique can be “the most critical
technique for establishing credibility.” Once the study was approved, a copy of the study
and a set of recommendations (Appendix E) were provided to the informants to ensure
accuracy. Rich, thick description places readers in control to evaluate transferability to
other settings and decide if findings can be transferred “because of shared characteristics”
(Erlandson et al., 1993, p. 32, as cited in Creswell, 2007).

Some of the informants

provided personal stories and connections related to the research. The primary researcher
considered these stories and personal connections in order to provide a rich, thick
description of how military families need support from their communities. Closely
related to peer debriefing, external audits invites an auditor to examine the process and
product of account (Creswell, 2007) but may not be considered a peer. This external
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auditor could be someone in academia that is trusted with the task by the researcher
because of their valued opinion. An external audit was provided to the primary
researcher of the present study.
Projected Ethical Issues
Ethical consideration is yet another strategy to establish the validity of a study.
Ethical consideration prompts researchers to question core moral assumptions, political
and ethical implications and treating all people fairly regardless of diversity (Creswell,
2007). Due to the nature of qualitative studies encroaching on social or human issues,
several issues of concern arose: careful disclosure of the participant, avoiding deceit of
the participant, and making participants rights known in advance of the options of
research procedures. The sensitivity of handling dialogue and key findings with extreme
caution was important so the researcher and participants did not infringe on legal limits.
Since the assurance of complete confidentiality of the participants was not guaranteed
because of the positions the key informants hold within the community, it is possible that
readers will be able to identify informants based on their position. Therefore, the names
of the key informants are not specifically identified and the primary researcher has
worked to protect their identity. Within the present study, ethical issues have been
considered through careful disclosure of participant, staying in tune with study’s purpose,
and outlining benefits, risks, expectations and procedures within informed consent
(Appendix C).
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Chapter 6
Results
During data analysis, five major themes emerged. These five themes included
individual experiences, military family characteristics, evidence of community support,
benefits of partnerships and reaching the veteran population. In addition, several subthemes arose within the analysis in relation to all major themes except individual
experiences. Under military family characteristics, sub-themes included geographic
concentration, frequency of community contact, struggle with basic needs, and the need
for informal support networks. Sub-themes of evidence of community support were
represented by advocacy for BRAC, diverse multicultural community, and soldier
visibility. The benefits of partnerships revealed several sub-themes including teamwork,
sharing of resources, and the need for building stronger relationships. Finally, the subthemes within reaching the veteran population exposed benefits of veterans in
communities, common struggle of veterans (psychological and physical) and expressions
to veterans by communities.
The following presents a description of the themes and the commonalities found
within. Excerpts from the interviews are included to validate the discovery of themes and
to provide a rich, thick description. A discussion then summarizes linkages to previous
findings, provides limitations of this type of research and provides recommendations for
future research in the area of community support for military families.
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Individual Experiences
Several of the participants shared personal stories and/or connections they had
with the military, revealing their inspiration for making an impact on supporting military
families. One of participants credited Fort Knox for providing for his family during his
childhood and connects his experience with the passion to want to support other military
families.
I’m a product of Fort Knox because when Dad was in the military, [they] lived in
Green County but when he got out, he got a job as civil service at Fort Knox and
he was driving back and forth every day from Green County so they moved here
in 1957. I’m from Elizabethtown and lived here all my life because of Fort Knox
and the opportunity it provided to my family and for my Dad to have a job after
his military career. There’s a lot of stories out there like that so I think the more
that we can do to make those families feel a part of our community, even when
they’re transitioning out of the military and not just for the soldier but for the
spouse and help them get to work and things like that then I think that’s a bonus
and a benefit as well.
With the participants being in the service industry, all of which enjoy working
with people and working diligently to provide the needs for the community. One of them
proclaims, “If I know communities, this is a really supportive community.” From the
perspective of another participant, it wasn’t until she realized how much she didn’t
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understand about the military and the misconceptions she had that she wanted to change
her way of thinking. She states:
I was a teacher in Hardin County Schools and I had soldiers’ children [in my
classroom] and I didn’t know who my soldiers were. The thing that really got me
was, a soldier came to me, a mom and a dad, and said, ‘by the way, we’re both
deploying in two days and my daughter is going to be living with so and so.’ And
my first take was, ‘how could you do this to your child….how could you leave
your child?’ Because I knew nothing about the military.
Military Family Characteristics
Four sub themes were revealed as the participants described common
characteristics of military families. Themes included the concentration of military
families found geographically, the regularity of community contact, the common struggle
with basic needs and necessity for informal support networks as described by Mancini
(2010).
Geographic concentration. The participants described a high concentration of
military families in the Radcliff community, a neighboring community to Elizabethtown.
Geographically, Radcliff sits adjacent to the U.S. Army post at Fort Knox so this was
logical justification. Informant E gave reason for this concentration due to its proximity
and how his agency is working to meet the needs there:
While we don’t get a lot of requests from military families as we do the general
public, it’s still a crucial need. My office in Radcliff gets this a lot more that I do
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here in Elizabethtown because they’re a lot closer. The office in Radcliff is
getting ready to change. That’s our new facility that we are getting ready to break
ground on in about three weeks. We will merge the two offices together, a major
commitment on our part, a $900,000 project and we’ve raised $670,000 so far. It
will be just one location but in that one location, we will expand our services.
Frequency of community contact. Four of the five participants acknowledged
coming in contact with a member of a military family regularly, daily but at least weekly
without question. However, on the contrary, military families are coming in contact with
members/leaders of the community daily. Informant B shares his experience of
encountering military families and what he feels is the most important aspect in
supporting military families:
I will come in contact with 10-12 military families every week, without fail, and
it’s not just one, it’s several because I know many of the military that attend our
church because I have a relationship with them and I know their stories and I
know who they are.
According to the participant’s experience mentioned above and his statement that
building relationships is the most important aspect when it comes to supporting military
families, he also stated:
We try to be family for deployed people. It’s hard for the community to be family
to deployed people, you really need relationships so if there is a relationship, we
can be family for them. They just need someone to care for them, to love on
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them. Sometimes we’ll meet someone and we’ll just say, “hey, come on up and
we’ll go to lunch together,” and that’s always neat. We know a [military] couple
that’s having a baby and all their family is in California and New Mexico and
they’re not gonna be with their family and he’s getting ready to deploy and she
doesn’t know anyone so we just have to become that family.
Struggle with basic needs. Participants briefly discussed the many struggles
military families face and the sacrifices they make in addition to meeting basic needs.
Perhaps an advantage for military families living in supportive communities is the
military discounts that are given at many restaurants and retail stores. Participants
described this as a benefit to military families and a small token of appreciation given by
the community. Conversely, many participants felt as though some businesses may take
advantage of military families, especially young soldiers. For example, numerous car
dealerships are located in the Radcliff area and offer “buy here, pay here” deals and onthe-lot financing. When it comes to meeting basic needs, Informant E describes a
common scene he experiences among military families:
We still have young military couples that come here that just struggle to make
ends meet. Military pay is not great, it’s not terrible, but we the public tend to
think, “the Army is paying them, why should they need any help?” Well that’s
just not the case all the time, if they’re able to make ends meet, they’ve got three
to four children, if they’re not living in on-post housing, if she’s not able to find a
job to supplement, then issues arise. And they have the same daily needs that the
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rest of us probably have out there and that’s to feed their family and keep a roof
over their head.
In addition to food and shelter, transportation is another basic need that goes
unmet in many military families who are struggling. Informant E gives an explanation:
Where our primary focus comes into the military, most of the time, is
unfortunately, where the military member has been shipped out somewhere and
the family is left behind. And quite often that means that he/she has gone and
don’t plan to come back, and they’ve abandoned their family. And the phone
begins to ring at whatever agency in the county saying, “what can we do to get
help? We’re here, we don’t have the food.” Often times he’s taken or sold or
transferred the car before he left. They have no transportation.
Another need among many military families is adequate spouse employment.
When a spouse finds themselves struggling to meet basic needs, it’s difficult for them to
find adequate employment because they have limited education mainly due to marrying
young and moving away from home with their soldier spouse before they start or finish
their own educational and career goals. Informant E provides another scenario of this
phenomenon:
Another thing we are finding with these young military wives is limited
education. Having a military post close to us that brings young recruits in, and
has done that for many, many years, these young guys coming in here, getting in
their uniforms, these young girls coming out of high school or maybe not even out
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of high school yet, think they’ve fallen in love, and many not finish high school
and the next thing you know is we have a young mother who is not able to get a
job.
The participants all expressed a desire to want to help bridge the gaps and help
military families with their struggle of basic needs. One way they felt doing so was by
providing resources and opportunities through informal support networks such as family,
friends, neighbors and faith communities just as the report on Building Strong
Communities for Military Families suggests (Martin, Levin Mancini, Bowen, Mancini, &
Orthner, 2004).
Need for informal support networks. Informal support networks can link
military families with the extra attention they need, promote positive relationships,
identify risky behaviors and increase prevention. Informant B responded to one of the
central questions during his interview regarding the need for informal support networks:
What we tend to do is respond. And because we are all so busy, we tend to just
respond rather than be forward looking. So that would be a good thing for a
meeting of community leaders to say, “how can we look forward rather than just
be responders to the needs of military?”
The importance of relationships for military families is evident in the passage
above and Informant B goes on to explain the need military families have for
relationships:
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You can have all the resources you could imagine but if you don’t have
relationships, it doesn’t really make a difference. So the resources are only as
good as the relationships that we have with people.
Building relationships with military families supports their emotional and social
needs. This not only helps provide an inclusive environment for them and their unique
lifestyle but it provides opportunities for members of the community to reach out which
benefits everyone involved. Informant D discussed how the public school sector is
working with state and local governments for military families to be provided extended
excused absences during the rest and relaxation (also known as R&R) and reintegration
time periods:
They did pass the Bill that there was a day for when the soldiers deploy and a day
for when the soldier that was deployed came back….what we were finding was
those two weeks of R&R, they [students] were being counted absent and getting
all kinds of turmoil. Now they can take their two weeks anytime they want. It
might be right before they deploy, for some families, and that is a school district
making that choice, the state has written it that way. The state has written a day
for deployment, a day for redeployment and two weeks R&R. The school district
of Hardin County stood out for support; they have been the easiest to work with.
This support from the school system, no doubt, provides some reassurance that
the understanding is there and that the faculty, staff and administrators have been trained
and well informed of the military family lifestyle. Informant D mentioned some of the
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trainings offered through the Military Child Education Coalition (MCEC) and that she
helped bring the trainings to the area for not only Hardin County Schools but Fort Knox
Community Schools, Elizabethtown Independent Schools and Meade County Schools.
MCEC held trainings for participants from these schools including faculty, staff,
guidance counselors, family resource leaders and associate superintendents.
Evidence of Community Support
The interviews of the participants unveiled three main sources of evidence that
community support is noticeable; advocacy for BRAC, diverse multicultural community,
and soldier visibility.
Advocacy for BRAC. The participants spoke optimistically about BRAC and the
positive impact it has had on the Elizabethtown community. Not only did BRAC provide
numerous high-paying civilian jobs in the area of Human Resources but it also positively
affected the economy through increased revenue, forced the improvement of roads and
housing structures, and moved many Army civilian workers to live here with specific
skill sets. Informant A provides this statement on BRAC:
I think BRAC was very positive for a couple reasons, it not only created more
jobs but it invested a lot of money in our community and it also invested a lot of
money on the installation. They’ve done a lot of things, they’ve tore down a lot
of buildings, they’ve really modernized everything, the HRC building is just
awesome. They’re working on energy efficient things….they’ve really set Fort
Knox in a good position so that when future BRAC’s come, I think there’s more
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potential there for Fort Knox. So the investment has been done and I think it’s
helped secure Fort Knox for the future.
Diverse, multi-cultural community. Participants described the experience of
BRAC in a positive manner and how it has helped the community in more ways than one.
Due to BRAC, many families uprooted and moved to the Elizabethtown community
either as a military family or in some cases, as civilians because of the new Human
Resource Command Center of Excellence. Participants described how this interchange
has brought a diverse, multi-cultural community.
We went to Alexandria, Virginia, Indianapolis, Indiana, and St. Louis, Missouri to
recruit civilian families that were transitioning and consolidating everything and
bringing HRC to Fort Knox, talked to and encouraged those families to get
involved and want to move to Kentucky, to educate and teach them to know more
about Kentucky. The goal was that if they could get 20% of the families to
relocate, it would’ve been successful and I think the end result was about 28% of
the families that transitioned and relocated to Kentucky.
Soldier visibility. Due to the close proximity of the community of Elizabethtown
to Fort Knox, it is common to see soldiers in uniform in everyday places like the grocery
store, gas stations and the bank just to name a few. The evidence of community support
for these soldiers in uniform is clear. The participants discussed how common it is to
hear someone thank a soldier for their service. Informant C mentioned how one of the
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committees he serves on in the community wanted to honor a service member by giving
them extreme visibility:
I’m actually on the parade planning committee for the Heartland Festival and it’s
always a search for a Grand Marshall every year and this is my second year
involved. This year, we kind of branched out a little bit and said, “let’s try the
wounded warrior transition unit, and get some folks from there to be the Grand
Marshall in the parade.”
Benefits of Partnerships
Participants revealed many benefits of partnering with other organizations in the
community to the advantage of military families. Three sub-themes emerged: teamwork,
sharing of resources, and the need for building stronger relationships.
Teamwork. Participants felt that one of the most important benefits to
partnerships was working together to find solutions for the needs of military families.
The interviews also revealed the importance of avoiding “reinventing the wheel” so to
speak and keeping communication open so that everyone knows what other services offer
to the community. Informant E had this to say about his experience with teamwork in
regard to working together towards a common goal:
USA Cares is a big part of who we partner with. USA Cares is an organization
that was actually founded in Hardin County, another great military assistance
program, but we will call USA Cares and say, “we need your help, here’s where
we are. We’re gonna help at this level, we’ve got a bus ticket from here to
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Oklahoma City and they’re $300, we can pay $100 of that, can you help us?”
And usually we get that partnership rolling so we can help them [military family]
with that. USA Cares has deeper pockets because of their nationwide
commitment.
Informant E also shared an experience he had earlier in his career when he
realized the value of teamwork and worked to pull other similar organizations together:
I had only been at North Hardin Hope for a short time and all of the non-profits,
we felt like we were in competition with each other, that’s ridiculous, we’re not in
competition with each other, we should be working very shamelessly together. So
I called another non-profit director and said, “Let’s put a non-profit council
together.” We began to do that…and began a council of non-profit agencies and I
could look across the table to someone from Red Cross or maybe it was Salvation
Army, another 501(C)3 non-profit agency and I could say, “What do you do?
Tell me about your agency, tell me how you operate, tell me how we can partner
up on things.”
Sharing of resources. In addition to the importance of teamwork in partnerships,
the participants also described the benefit of sharing resources such as knowledge, skills,
expertise, and even financial resources. Informant C described more specifically the
benefit of partnering to share resources in regards to the response of emergency school
safety plans due to recent school shootings:
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We have done Rapid Deployment Training for several years and kind of slacked
off on it. A regular patrol officer does not get that kind of training and what
training I’m referring to is tactics on how to enter a room and clear as safely as
possible, how to move down hallways and things like that and that’s what Rapid
Deployment does, its gives basic patrol officers understanding of how to get in
some of the formations and how to move throughout and be as safe as possible
and what to do if you encounter a hostile person in that type of situation. So what
we did was, we formed a committee and every [police] agency is represented on
that committee, to include Fort Knox military police. We’ve come up with some
solutions, some sight assessments for what we do for the schools. Fort Knox has
been tremendous in that effort in helping us with that because they have provided
some materials, they’ve provided some training that the officers can take to the
schools and teach to the administrators, as well as some of the sight assessments
that we’ve been doing, and they’ve been on the panel the entire time. They’ve
been very helpful in that aspect of it, it’s been very beneficial.
Building stronger relationships. On the other hand, the participants described
the need for building stronger relationships regarding partnerships in the community, one
being the school systems.
The school system at Fort Knox and the county school system don’t play together
very well. But that’s also true for the county and city school systems here, they
don’t play together well. But if we (being the police departments) can work
together, then the schools should work together. When the military comes here,
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they provide, they bring revenue, they bring jobs, I mean look at how many jobs
are at HRC. Everybody benefits if everybody works together.
Another participant, Informant D, described how the relationships between the
school systems are improving through involving other community partners by forming a
program called Get Ready.
Last year, Hardin County Schools along with the North Central Education
Foundation offered, Get Ready, it was a pre-school program in the summer. Mom
and Dad could come in with the child and they would show them how they could
help the child educationally at home with things that they already have, like
folding laundry and classifying the laundry, you don’t have to have these
expensive things, know it’s the way you play together, through play, they are
learning how they learn. It was a huge success. At first, they were asking if we
could get the word out to Fort Knox families and I said, “why can’t we offer this
at Fort Knox and partner with Fort Knox schools?” So that is what they are
doing! It’s a win-win partnership and it’s at Fort Knox.
In addition to the Get Ready program, Informant D also described an after school
bus transportation program that Hardin County Schools are offering to military children
whose parents either work on post at Fort Knox or they live on post. This transportation
program is funding the expenses of bussing students after school to the middle school and
teen center on post from 8-9 different schools in the county so that youth grades 6-12
aren’t going home alone and are able to participate in youth military programs. This
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partnership has increased the participation of youth military programs on post being
offered to military youth which is a huge accomplishment thanks to the partnership and
funding resources from Hardin County Schools.
Reaching the Veteran Population
Participants revealed three main themes they believe to be most important when it
comes to reaching the veteran population including benefits of veterans living in
communities. These three themes included common struggles and expressions to
veterans by members of the community.
Benefits of veterans in communities. Almost all of the participants mentioned
the benefits veterans bring during their interview all of which revealed different
advantages to having veterans living in communities. One advantage mentioned more
than once was that retired veterans bring specific skill sets learned in their military
careers to second careers. For example:
Especially when the tank unit was here, you have a lot of guys that are
mechanically inclined and when they get out and retire, they are looking for a
career and they can go to places like Metalsa, Akebono, Altech, AGC, they can go
to all those factories and can provide leadership that Joe Blow citizen walking in
off the street can’t provide. Regardless of what they did, no matter what branch,
the military is very disciplined, very structured so it’s a great benefit for us.
The participants revealed that not only do veterans bring their specific skill sets
and knowledge from their military career into the workforce; they also impact our
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economy in a positive way. Their knowledge and skills place them in jobs that are higher
paying and allow them to create an economic impact for themselves and their employer.
Informant A stated, “the Hardin County area is amongst one of the top rated communities
for retirement for the military after they get out of the military.”
Common struggles. Two participants discussed some of the struggles that
veterans often face and explained why they think it is so common among veterans.
When I go out, talking about our military, one of the ones that most people fail to
look at is the military standing on the street corner. Our Vietnam veterans are
struggling. We have forgotten our veterans. Struggling, those guys are
struggling….and gals, the things that they’ve seen and had to do. It’s about
getting this crap (PTSD) out of their system. And it’s not an overnight fix; it’s a
long term process that these military families need to know how to fix.
Expressions to veterans by community. Informant B defined the Elizabethtown
community as one of the most supportive communities for veterans he’d ever been to. As
a veteran themselves, Informant B describes the support in this way:
I don’t think you can criticize Elizabethtown for military support, they do an
excellent job and I’m a veteran and people don’t really support veterans, as I’ve
said before but I feel support as a veteran here, many times. The parades, stuff
like that. Vietnam era, they didn’t honor you, they dishonored you for being in
that war. I think it was just a couple years ago, they had a parade that was for
veterans and I said, “Wow!” That was just an honoring time for a lot of those
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guys who had never in a parade as veterans. It was amazing! I was blown away.
I teared up as they went by, it was just honoring.
One participant describes how the newly constructed Elizabethtown Nature Park
has expressed both honor and appreciation to veterans by creating a one-of-a-kind
Veterans’ Tribute in the heart of Elizabethtown. It was dedicated on Veterans’ Day,
2012. This attribute sits among 104 acres of natural beauty in a star formation with
granite monoliths and bronze sculptures (Bureau, 2014).
The Elizabethtown City Council spent $1.5 million to build the Nature Park and
then there was some additional fundraising done for the Veterans’ Tribute. There
is a statue that Rich Griendling did for all five branches of service honoring our
veterans and then it’s surrounded by bricks that you can purchase for a family
member honoring your family. It’s a real nice place. It’s just another piece to
show our support and how military families are important to us.
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Chapter 7
Discussion
Community support for military families and the partnerships it has created in the
Elizabethtown community can be reinforced by the present study’s major themes and
sub-themes. The themes that emerged during the study illustrate the overall support
structure of the community and the military families within. The data gathered from the
participants and testimonials of the phenomenon provide a depiction of the Elizabethtown
community’s current support system and elements that are missing from having an
inclusive support system for military service members and their families who experience
the extremes of the military lifestyle.
Contrary to what was expected, participants described Elizabethtown and its
surrounding communities as a supportive community for military families in regards to
informal and formal support networks. This discovery supports Mancini’s community
capacity building concept which highlights the utilization of formal and informal
networks, leading to the generation of social capital and eventually to family well-being
and adaptation (Huebner A. J., Mancini, Bowen, & Orthner, 2009). The community
capacity building concept suggests developing informal and formal support networks
such as family, friends, neighbors, non-profit organizations, support groups, faith
communities, employers, local government, schools, public and private agencies (Martin,
Levin Mancini, Bowen, Mancini, & Orthner, 2004). The participants of this study
represent one or more of these networks confirming the viability of the finding even
further. In addition, previous literature confirms that these networks can link military
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families with the extra attention they need, promote positive relationships, identify risky
behaviors and increase prevention thus creating a readily available supportive web of
networks for military families (Martin, Levin Mancini, Bowen, Mancini, & Orthner,
2004).
The participants also described many partnerships they currently work in to
provide resources for military families. The partnerships include many of the informal
and formal support networks that have been mentioned previously but some were
unexpected such as: local law enforcement offering trainings for military police and vice
versa, public assistance agency spearheading the development of a non-profit council and
local school systems, Fort Knox schools and the Military Child Education Coalition.
These partnerships are all examples of the formal and informal support networks the
literature suggests for an exclusive supportive military community.
The participants expressed a desire to build upon current partnerships and develop
new ones to have the ability to offer more to their clients, members, residents, families
and service men and women. The participants realize that working together with the
same goal in mind is “working smarter, not harder.” Being able to connect a church
member to a service in the community that provides a need that has been requested of a
pastor is what makes a community, a community.
In addition to realizing the importance of partnerships, the participants also
expressed an interest in learning more about the resources and educational opportunities
that service agencies such as the Cooperative Extension Service can provide. While it
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was only briefly discussed during the interviews, some of the participants desired to
know more about the mission and purpose of Extension while others were very aware and
knowledgeable of the Cooperative Extension Service system. Cultivating current
partnerships with these informants and creating new avenues with the others, will be
beneficial for members of the military community as well as helpful to community
members that desire to know how they can be a part of the community’s effort in
supporting military families.
Developing personal relationships with members of military families is part of the
informal support network that Mancini’s research suggests (Mancini, 2004). Informal
networks include group associations and less organized personal and collective
relationships that are maintained voluntarily by individuals and families, including
relationships with work associates, neighbors and friends. Mutual exchanges and
reciprocal responsibility are the cornerstones of informal ties (Mancini, 2004).
Participants understand that developing personal relationships is key factor to
implementing the informal support network that military families need to thrive in a
deep-rooted community.
All of the participants represented one or more of the formal support networks
that Mancini’s research outlines. Formal networks are those associated with agencies and
organizations that address the support needs of individuals and families as well as
sponsor activities that provide citizens with opportunities for meaningful participation in
the collective life of the community (Mancini, 2004). The work and dedication of the
participants to their mission is evident in the desire that all have for the betterment of the
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Elizabethtown community. Their desire to improve the quality of life for all citizens
creates a sustainable network of connections that promotes family resilience, especially
important for military families as suggested by Hoshmand (Hoshmand & Hoshmand,
2007).
It is clear to see that community support for military families does influence the
overall development of the family unit. When a service member is willing to risk his or
her life for another’s, the support for that individual and their family should be natural. It
is evident that support programs are present and working to reach the goal of improving
the overall life of the family even in tough circumstances.
Limitations
Limitations for the present study were acknowledged during data analysis. Data
were collected through face-to-face interviews with participants that represented formal
support networks in the Elizabethtown community. Recruiting participants that represent
informal support network would have provided another layer to the perception of support
in place for military families in the community and could have enhanced the study with
their responses to the central questions. The researcher could have gained more data
about the context of the phenomenon resulting in a richer description.
Recommendations for Future Research
Revelations from the study stimulate a motivation to investigate further in the area
of support for military families in future research projects. The need for support among
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the veteran population in communities is an area that is lacking attention in the
Elizabethtown area. With a high concentration of veterans residing in military
communities, various support efforts are needed for veterans. Future research could
further address this finding by unveiling the specific needs veterans struggle with
including psychological, emotional, financial and physical well-being in particular.
Finally, the study suggests that often times, support for military families is
focused in communities where a military installation subsists. According to the literature
reviewed, over 819,000 Reserve and National Guard service members create a military
family population of over four million Americans (Martin, Levin Mancini, Bowen,
Mancini, & Orthner, 2004). Reservists and National Guard service members often live
far from military installations and members of their units which make it more difficult to
access support resources, especially after deployment (Military Family Support for
National Guard and Reserve, 2014). Therefore, future research could use the study’s
concept of building partnerships to work with communities nationwide to provide support
resources such as the Yellow Ribbon Reintegration Program (Military Family Support for
National Guard and Reserve, 2014) to service members and families of the Reserves and
National Guard.

Copyright © Marla C. Stillwell 2015
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Appendix A
List of Key Informants to Recruit
Community Leader
Elizabethtown City Mayor
Hardin County Judge Executive
Hardin Co. Sheriff
Elizabethtown Police Chief
Hardin County Schools Superintendent
Elementary School teacher/counselor
High School teacher/counselor
Ft. Knox school liaison
Clergyman
Military Family Life Consultant
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Appendix B
Interview Protocol
Date:
Time:
Place:
Interviewee:
Project: Evaluating Community Support for Military Families
Purpose of Study: To evaluate community support and its influence on military
families.
Central Questions:
1. How does the Elizabethtown community support military families?
2. Who or what resources are currently providing support services for military
families?
3. What does the Elizabethtown community need in order to better support military
families?
Sub-Questions:
1. Are residents of the Elizabethtown community aware of the impact the military
has on the area?
2. How often do you come in contact with a member of a military family?
3. How is the community improving its way of supporting military families?
4. Who or what resources need to be considered in providing support services to
military families?
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5. What ideas or suggestions do you have for our area to develop into a more
supportive military community?
6. Who else do you recommend me contact in order to learn more?
7. What do you think you’re doing to provide support?
8. What do you think is being done in Hardin County to provide support?
9. As a community leader, what could service providers such as Extension, do to
work with you to reach out to military families?
10. How do you think service agencies, especially Extension, could partner with you
to help support military families? What are your thoughts?
11. What is your perception of the transformation since BRAC?

(Thank you for participating in this interview. As a reminder, we will strive to keep your
information confidential.)
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Appendix E
Recommendations for Participants
•

The Elizabethtown community has a current, well-established support system in
place for military families.

•

Community leaders are interested in building onto current partnerships and
creating more relationships between formal and informal networks to offer a more
diverse web of resources. (i.e. Cooperative Extension)

•

Personal relationships, which are an example of informal support networks, are
important to military families.

•

The family unit is a key factor in the positive impact communities have on
families and the community as a whole.

•

There is a need for expanding support resources to the veteran population in
Elizabethtown.

•

Perhaps, creating a council of community leaders committed to working together
to provide support resources for military families is a new partnership that could
be created so that the community knows what is being done and what areas are
needed.

•

Common themes to consider when working with military families are:
o Military Family Characteristics
 Geographic concentration
 Frequency of community contact
 Struggle with basic needs
 Need for informal support networks
o Community Support and Needs
 Advocacy for BRAC
 Diverse multicultural community
 Soldier visibility
o Partnerships
 Teamwork
 Sharing of resources
o Veterans
 Benefits of veterans in the community
 Common struggles
 Expressions to veterans
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